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Abstract  

This study explores the course tracking control problem of unmanned surface vessels (USVs) under

 the influence of actuator faults and internal and external uncertainties. In the control strategy desig

n, we first model the unknown dynamics and use adaptive technology to construct an online appro

ximator to compensate for the unknown dynamics of the system. Under the framework of adaptive 

backstepping, a robust adaptive course tracking control scheme is constructed. This control strategy 

does not require any prior knowledge of the model in advance. The stability analysis of the theoret

ical mathematical derivation of the control strategy was conducted based on Lyapunov stability theo

ry. Finally, the effectiveness of the control strategy proposed in this paper was verified through sim

ulation. 
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1. Introduction  

With the in-depth academic research on unm

anned surface vessels (USVs), the market's perfor

mance requirements for its systems are also incre

asing [1][2]. USVs are susceptible to actuator fail

ures, external disturbances, and dynamic uncertaint

ies when performing tasks. Internal and external u

ncertain dynamics will increase the difficulty of h

eading control [3][4]. Actuator failure may also c

ause unpredictable deviations in the actual course 

of the ship, interfering with normal course control.

 These problems may lead to a decrease in ship 

heading control performance, which may lead to 

accidents. Therefore, studying ship heading fault-t

olerant control has become an important means to

 improve the robustness of ship systems and navi

gation safety. 

Among the current course tracking control m

ethods, PID is the most commonly used algorith

m. The PID controller continuously adjusts the sh

ip's rudder angle by setting proportional, integral, 

differential terms to make the actual heading cons

istent with the desired heading. However, PID is 

a linear controller and its adaptability to nonlinear

 systems is relatively poor. PID may not provide

 good performance when faced with nonlinear sys

tem dynamics that take into account internal and 

external uncertain dynamics. To solve this proble

m, reference [5] developed an adaptive PID contr

ol strategy. The dynamic uncertainty and external

 interference of the system are transformed into a

 single parameter form. However, under the influ

ence of noise or high-frequency disturbances in th

e system, real-time adjustment of adaptive parame

ters may introduce additional oscillations. To furth

er improve the robust performance of the system,

 references [6][7] developed fuzzy PID and neura

l network PID control strategies respectively. Com

pared with adaptive PID control strategies, they h

ave stronger adaptability to nonlinear systems and

 can better handle the nonlinear characteristics of 

the system. In addition, compared with traditional

 PID control strategies, they do not require precis

e system mathematical models and are more flexi

ble for practical applications. However, the calcul

ations of fuzzy PID control and neural network P

ID control are relatively complex and consume h

uge computing resources when dealing with multi

-input and multi-output systems. Reference [16] u

ses a T-S fuzzy system to approximate the nonlin

ear uncertainty of the control system and designs 

a control scheme combining dynamic surface (DS

C) and minimum learning parameter (MLP). Refe

rence [17] uses neural networks to approximate th

e uncertain dynamics within the system. The intro

duction of the first-order commander solves the p

roblem of repeated differential operations in the tr

aditional back-stepping design method. They provi

de new ideas for the design of concise control sc

hemes. 

In practice, heading tracking is a control task

 with high real-time requirements. This makes it 

necessary for the system to make appropriate adju

stments within the required time to cope with ext

ernal disturbances and changes. In the study of i

mproving the rapid response of the system, limite

d time is an effective solution. References [8][9]

[10] developed a heading-tracking control scheme

 with limited time convergence, which effectively

 improved the transient response of the system. It

 is worth mentioning that this document also intr

oduces a finite-time disturbance observer, which f

urther improves the steady state of the system. Al

though the limited time control strategy enables t

he system to achieve rapid response, it also result

s in a high computational burden on the system. 

To address the problem of high computational bu

rden, references [11][12] developed simple nonline

ar feedback and nonlinear modified heading tracki

ng control algorithms. The control strategy develo

ped based on the two can better adapt to comple

x nonlinear systems and provide a more flexible 

control strategy for the nonlinear dynamic charact

eristics existing in heading tracking. In addition to

 the above two control strategies for establishing 

nonlinear error-driven links, event triggering also 
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has certain advantages in saving computing resour

ces. It triggers updates to the controller based on 

changes in the system state, rather than at fixed i

ntervals. This approach can effectively reduce co

mputational requirements, especially when system 

changes are small or slow. References [13][14] ap

plied the ETC strategy to design the heading mai

ntenance control law. 

When a ship performs control tasks, the mec

hanical components in the actuator may wear out

 over time. In addition, seawater erosion aggravat

es the corrosion of actuator parts. However, most

 of the methods in the above literature do not ha

ve the limitation of designing actuator failure. Aft

er an in-depth study of the above literature, this 

paper introduces the limitation of actuator fault to

 design a robust adaptive fault-tolerant control str

ategy for USVs. The main contributions of this a

rticle are as follows: 

(1) This article fully considers the failure an

d offset fault problems faced by USVs in actual 

navigation, and designs a corresponding compensa

tion mechanism. Compared with references [7][10]

[13], the control strategy designed in this paper c

an still ensure the tracking performance of the sy

stem in the case of actuator failure or sensor fail

ure. 

(2) This reconstruction considers the limitatio

ns of uncertainty inside and outside the system a

nd designs corresponding control strategies based 

on advanced control theory. Compared with the tr

aditional PID control strategy, the control strategy

 designed in this paper has stronger adaptability a

nd is easier to adapt to changes in system status. 

This peper is closely related to e-navigation. 

In practice, e-navigation accuracy relies on precise

 control of the system. The adaptive fault-tolerant

 heading tracking control strategy developed in th

is study can enable USVs to complete the trackin

g task when facing various uncertainties. This con

trol strategy directly improves the reliability of th

e electronic navigation system through a robust a

daptive method. Therefore, this study is of great 

significance to the field of e-navigation. 

 

2. Problem Formulation and Preliminaries 

The nonlinear ship course tracking mathemati

cal model can be expressed as the following for

m [12]: 
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,   are ext

ernal unmeasured interference. u  is the control i

nput that receives the actuator failure. The specif

ic forms of actuator failure are as follows: 

fu u       (5) 

where 0 1   represents Loss-of-effectiveness 

(LOE) faults, 0   represents bias fault. 

Assumption 1: [15]The external environment

al disturbance   is unknown and bounded, that i

s, there is a constant d  greater than 0, satisfying
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 d 
. 

Assumption 2: [18]The reference heading 

dy
 is smooth and differentiable, and dy

 and 

dy
 are available. 

Assumption 3: [19]Both model parameters 

  and   are unknown. 

 

3. Control Design and Stability Analysis 

Define the error variable: 

de   
    (6) 

r de r r      (7) 

where d  is the reference heading and dr is the 

virtual control variable. 

Define the following virtual control variables 

11 de    
   (8) 

where a is r  positive definite design parameter. 

By deriving Eq. (7), we can get 
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The design control law is as follows 
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where 21 , 11 , 12 , 21
, 22

, 31
, 32

 are both 

design parameters and 
1   . 

The Lyapunov function is constructed as follows 
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By deriving Eq. (13), we can get 
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Substituting Eqs. (6)(7)(10)-(12) into (14), we 

can get 
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Simplifying Eq. (15) we can get 
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According to Young's inequality and combined 

with Eq. (16), we can get 
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4. Simulation 

This paper uses the Dalian Maritime Univers

ity internship ship "Yulong" as the test object to 

conduct simulation research [12]. The relevant par

ameters used for simulation are set to 0.48K  , 

216T  ,  1a  ,  30b  ,  11 0.1 
,  21 0.2 

,  

0.02r 
, 1 0.1 

, 2 0.015 
, 11 8 

, 12 0.1 
,

 21 10 
, 22 0.03 

, 31 0.5 
, 32 0.06 

. Time-v

arying disturbances, LOE faults and bias faults ar

e set as: 

 0.5+0.2sin(0.15t)+0.2cos(0.5t)

0.2+0.1sin(0.1t)

0.2+0.1sin(0.1t)







 



 
 (18) 

 

Figure 1. Course-keeping 

 

Figure 2. Course-keeping error 

 

Figure 3. Rudder angle 

 

Figure 4. Adaptive duration curve. 

Figures 1-3 show the tracking effect of USV u

nder the influence of dynamic uncertainties, tim

e-varying disturbances and actuator faults respect

ively. Figure 1 clearly shows the comparison be

tween the actual heading and the reference head

ing of the USV. Both the fault-tolerant control 

scheme (FTC scheme) and the traditional adapti

ve control scheme designed in this article have 

completed the tracking task excellently. Howeve

r, compared with the comparison scheme, the a

ctual heading of FTC is closer to the reference 

heading. Figure 2 shows the course tracking err

or duration curve of USV. We can see that the

 tracking error of the FTC scheme is smaller th

an that of the traditional adaptive scheme. Since

 the traditional adaptive control scheme does no

t design a compensation mechanism for actuator

 failure, it is a passive fault-tolerant control sch

eme. Therefore, the active fault-tolerant control 
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scheme we designed can better meet actual requ

irements. Figure 3 shows the control input durat

ion curves of the two control schemes. Over ti

me, they all tend to be bounded. Figure 4 show

s the system adaptive duration curve. They over

shoot when the course changes drastically. How

ever, overall they are within a reasonable range.

 In summary, the fault-tolerant control scheme d

esigned in this article effectively solves the actu

ator failure problem faced by the system. 

 

 

5. Conclusions  

This study systematically constructs an active 

fault-tolerant control strategy suitable for USVs under 

the theoretical framework of adaptive back-stepping. 

In addition to the consideration of actuator failure, we 

also consider the constraints of dynamic uncertainty 

and unknown external disturbances. Through 

simulation experiments, the results clearly show that 

the fault-tolerant control scheme proposed in this 

article has significantly improved the heading 

tracking accuracy compared with the traditional 

passive fault-tolerant control scheme. This research 

successfully overcame the system's actuator failure 

problem and provided an effective and feasible 

solution for the robustness of USVs in the face of 

various complex working environments. 
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